The process so far...

• Review of ALAC is part of ICANN’s commitment to continuous improvement
• Board appointed Westlake Consulting to undertake an independent review
• After research and consultation with the community, Westlake have provided a draft report for review. (Executive Summary Translations available shortly)
This week

• Today’s workshop: understanding the Westlake report
• Wednesday workshop: beginning the conversation about the report and the best way forward
• “Office Hours” sessions: meet BGC Working Group Members informally and give comments
  – Wednesday 9-11, Hemingway Rm
  – Thursday 10-12, Corner of the foyer farthest from meeting rooms
Next steps

- The Westlake report is one perspective, we need to hear other perspectives from the community
- Consultation on the draft report: comments close 11 July (NB extension to previous date)
- Final report published (inc translations) 18 July
- Public comment period
- BGC WG consideration of all perspectives
- Draft “interim” report produced in October for consultation at the Cairo meeting
- Final report for the March 2009 ICANN meeting with implementation plan to follow
Today

• Summary of the report from Westlake
• Time for conversation to improve our understanding of the report and the thinking behind it
• We encourage comments through the public participation website
  http://par.icann.org/en/23jun08/workshop/at-large-review
• The ALAC Review Webpage:
  http://www.icann.org/reviews/alac-21jun08.htm